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Sewing pattern for children ages 1-2 years old

- 1/2 yard of fleece in two complementary 
colors or patterns
- 2 Buttons
- Thread

Steps

1. Cut out all pieces in both colors. All sewing will be with right sides 
together.
2. Using first color, sew together 4 pieces for top of hat, with curved 
sides together, to form a circle.
3. Sew band to bottom of circle.
4. Sew ear flaps on opposite sides.
5. Sew square to front of hat.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 with second color.
7. Pin together two colored hat pieces, and sew around all, leaving 
one ear flap undone.
8. Push hat inside out. Right sides should now be completely on the 
outside.
9. Sew ear flap closed, then top stitch over entire hat edges.
10. Pin up front square and hand-sew or machine sew two buttons 
onto the front top corners. This should hold the square in place.

Before you begin
All measurements take into account a 1/2 in seam. 
This pattern is designed for a child around age 1. 
The measurements I took were for my child who 
has a 19” head circumference and 5” from crown to 
top of ear. Equations for calculating different sizes 
are included in this pattern.

Material list

Cozy Winter 
Fleece Hat for 
Toddlers

Cutout instructions on next pages 👉

This pattern is from LooksGoodToUs.com and you can 
view the online version with more photos at:

https://looksgoodtous.com/pattern-cozy-winter-hat

We hope you enjoy it! - Kamran & Cassie



Ear Flaps (cut 2)

Top of Hat (cut 4)

Ear flaps are standard 4x4”. If you 
would like them bigger or smaller, cut 

accordingly.
H (4”)

W (4”)

To calculate base width (W), take your child’s head circumference, divide by 
4 then add 1” for the seam. For example, if your child’s head measures 25” in 

circumference, take 25 / 4 = 6.25” plus 1” seam = 7.25” for each base

H (4.5”)

W (5.75”)

For height (H), measure from 
crown of head to top of ear.



Make 1 band 20 x 3 inches (bottom of hat)

To calculate other widths, measure circumference of head plus 
1” for seams. The height is always 3”.

For example, for a 25” circumference head, cut a band measur-
ing 26x3”.

Make 1 square 5.75 x 4.5 inches (front of hat)

This should be the same size as (1) Top of Hat piece you cut out 
on the previous page

Band and Square (cut 1 each)

Square

Ear flaps

Top of hat

Band


